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9101 Shifted Shade Wrap Designed by Laura Bryant ©2017 

One Size: approx. 80” long: 23” deep Wrap, 13” deep Scarf

Materials:     
   1 Windward A    Indigo    
   1 Half Stuff B      Kale   
   1 Windward C    Jade    
   1 Half Stuff D    Bracken   
   1 Windward E    Aegean 
   Needles size 9 or size to get gauge 
   Stitch markers 

Wrap yourself in luxury with our Lacy Chevron patterned wrap that could easily become a lush scarf. 
Soft, supple Windward in cotton and Tencel pairs nicely with any of our Stuffs: Layers as pictured or 
Wild or Cool. Our now iconic eccentric chevron shaping provides a slight dip in the back so the wrap 
sits well on your shoulders. Pick your look, pick your colors and go!  
 
For a scarf version, eliminate D & E.

www.prismyarn.com
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9102 Nomad Designed by Laura Bryant ©2017 
 
Sizes: 1 (2, 3) Finished bust unstretched approx.  32 (40, 47)”,  
                         hem approx. 56 (70, 86)”

Materials: 9 (10, 13) Prism Euroflax Linen Sport  Needles size 4 & 5 US or size to get gauge 
   2 (3, 4) Ebony A       Stitch markers 
   1 (1, 2) Highlands B  
   1 (1, 1) Jade C  
   1 (1, 1) Jasper D  
   1 (1, 1) Zinnia E  
   1 (1, 1) Hibiscus F  
   1 (1, 1) Kale G  
   1 (1, 2) Yosemite H 
     
Reminiscent of lush textiles from nomadic cultures, our jacket plays with both color and shape.  
A multitude of jewel tones blend through half linen stitch, while sections of dusky ebony provide 
slimming vertical stripes.Short rows build swing into the architecture of the jacket, while the 
contrast of reverse stockinette and half linen stitch form gentle flutes to emphasize the shape.  
Abbreviated twisted cord fringe adds a boho/couture touch and provides a neat way of handling 
multiple colors as fringe is cut and tied every other row: thus few ends to bury!
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9103 Desiderata Vest or Jacket Designed by Laura Bryant ©2017               

Sizes: 1 (2, 3) oversized 40 (50, 60)”

Materials: 
   Vest: 6 (6, 7) Delicato 1 ea Tamarack (A) Alpine (B) Conifer (C) Blue Lagoon (D) Jade (E) Tumbleweed (F)    
              Raspberry (G—pop) 
   Jacket: 7 (7, 8) Delicato 1 ea Sagebrush (A) Sandstone (B) Denali (C) 901 (D) Kilimanjaro (E) Olivine (F) Mocha (H)  
              Honeydew (G—pop) 
Needles size 5 & 6 or size to get gauge

 

Painting with yarn allows you, the knitter, to be in charge of your own long-repeating color gradations.  
Three strands of Delicato held together offer superior softness and drape, allowing the oversized nature  
of the vest and jacket to fit and flatter. Mix your palette up and don’t forget a POP! color to frame the 
panels and accentuate the diagonal lines. 
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9104 Checks Mark the Spot! Designed by Laura Bryant©2017 

One size: oversized approx. 66” bust

Size is dependent on the Magic Number for Tencel Tape. It cannot be made larger or smaller and look like the 
model.
Materials: 
   2 - 16 oz Prism Tencel Tape in Shades Plum 
   2 - 2 oz Prism Tencel Tape in Shades Plum 
   6 Prism Tencel Tape Medium Plum 
   Needles size 6 or size to get gauge AND Magic Number 
   Stitch markers

A true statement piece, our oversized geometric jacket takes its patterns from Shades dyeing:  
yes, the patterns are dyed into the skein! It takes some figuring to make sure that you can match our  
knitting, based on our Magic Number. Follow the simple directions to find your Magic Number, and 
go!  We added a solid plum for center back and rib bands. 

www.prismyarn.com


